Endangered Animal

Inspired by “Whales: An Innocent Death” by Chelsie Woodhead familyfriendpoems.com/poem/22179

As the _______________________.
(name of animal/what it’s doing)

Not expecting a thing,
A __________________ object is heading its way.
(adjective)

And it feels ____________________.
(how the animal feels)

It doesn’t know what happened,
But it feels a lot of pain.
The innocent creature
Is ____________________.
(what the killer does with it)

Now it’s figured it out.
It knows what’s going on
________ hit it,
(object that hit the animal)

_________________________________
(metaphor to describe object)

As it’s pulled up to the _____________.
(place it’s loaded)

Its condition ____________________.
(what’s happening to the animal?)

It gets weaker and weaker.
It’s in a terrible state.

The last thing it sees
Just before it dies,
Is the satisfied look
In the ___________ eye.
(name of the killer)